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Noter All  Questions carry equal marks attempt any three.
Q.1 Explain Generalized configuration of measuring system.
Q.2 Differentialr between a(curacv and precision.

Q.3 Explain Different types of error.

Q.4 Explain following terms (i) Sensitivity (ii) tinearity {ii i)
Q.5 Explain calibration of measuring devices.

s {iv)Threshold

Q.1 Explain Generalized configuration of measuring system.
Ans:- Generalized measurement system is a system that is comp of the tvoical elements of a measurement
system. l t  helps to understand how a measurement system wor

A generalized measurement system consists of the fol lowing com
1. Primary Sensing Element
2. Variable conversion Element
3. Variable Manipulation Element
4. Data Processing Element
5. Data Transmission System
6. Data Presentation Element
In addit ion to the above components, a measurement system ma also have a data storage element to store
measured data forfuture use. As the above sixcomponents are
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systems, they are discr.rssed in detai l  below:
1. Primary Sensing Element:
The primary sensing element receives signal of the physical qua
to a suitable form {electr ical, mechanical or other form), so that i
measurement system, to either convert or manipulate i t .
2. Variable Conveision Element:
Variable conversion element converts the output of the primary
only i f  necessary.
3. Variable I!4anipulation Element:

e most common ones used in many measurement

ty to be measured as input. l t  converts the signal
becomes easier for other elements ofthe

nsing element to a more suitable form. l t  is used

Variable manipulation element manipulates and amplif ies the
removes noise (i f  present) in the signal.
4. Data Processing Element:

elements used are cables, wireless antennae, transducers, tele
6. Data Presentation Element:

put of the variable conversion element. l t  also

easurement systems. l t  processes the data si8nal
i table output.
red value with a standard value to produce

Data processing element is an important element used in many
received from the variable manipulatlon element and produces
Data process;ng element may also be used to compare the meas
required output.
5. Data Transmission System:
Data Transmission System is simply used for transmitt ing data f one element to another. l t  acts as a
communication l ink between different eiements of the measure t system. Some ofthe data transmission

Data Data
processing

ry systems etc.



commonly used as data presentation elements in many measu
Q.2 Differentiate between accuracv and precision.

error, They are true value and measured value, The true value
experimental means. l t  may be defined as the average value of

Ans:- The difference between accuracy and precision is i l l
The bul ls eye in the target represents the true value of a meas
Accuracv is a qualitative term that describes how close the meas
Precision describesthe spread ofthese measurements when re
A measurement that has high precision has good repeatabil ity.
Making a good measurement is a bit l ike hitt ing a target, and the
greatlV increased if  you make severalattempts.
High repeatabil i ty suggestsyou have a good result,
There are many factors that can cause inaccuracy:
. Environmental .  Inferior measuring equipment . Poor measur
Even when vou are precise and accurate there wil l  st i l l  be some u
You can improve accuracy by calibratint your instruments agai
instrumental reading. Accuracy and Precision low accuracy but hi
accuracy and high precision.

Q.3 Explain Different types of error.

Errors in Measurement System
An error mav be defined as the difference between the measur
operators use the same device or instrument forf indingthe erro
get the similar results. There may be a difference between both
both the measurements is referred to as an ERROR.
Sequential ly, to understand the concept of errors in measure

It is used to present the measured physical quantity in a human
signal from data processing element and presents the data in a h

value can be defined as the estimated value of true value th
during an experiment.
Types of Errors in Measurement System
Generally errors are classified into three types: systematic errors,
1)GrossErrors
2)Blunders
3)Measurement Errors
Systematic Errors

. lnstrumental Errors

. Environmental Errors

. Observational Errors

. Theoretical Errors
Random Errors

--''''----_
t ' - - l

1)Gross Errors
Gross errors are caused by mistake in using instruments or m

Types of Errors in l\4easu

results. The best example of these errors is a person or ope
may be due to the person's bad habit of not properly remembe data at the t ime oftaking down reading, writ ing

adable form to the observer. lt receives processed
man readable form. LED displavs are most

nt sysrems,

ment,
rements are to the actual (true) value.
atel.

is impossible to f ind out the truth of quantity by
an inf inite number of measured values. Measured
can be found by taking several measured values

arces ofa Bood result that makes sense are

racnnrques
Inty in your measurements-

a standard reference to f ind errors in the
h precision Higher accuracy but low precision High

value and the actualvalue. For examole. i f  the two
in measurement, i t  is not nece ssa ry that they may
easurements. The difference that occurs between

t, vou should know the two terms that define the

random errors and blunders

lent System

ers, calculating measurement and recording data
reading pressure gage 1.01N/m2 as 1.10N/m2. l t



and calculating, and then presenting the wrong data at a later t
reported data/ and such errors may end up in calculation ofthe f i
2j Blunders
Blunders are f inal source of errors and these erroas are caused
recorotng a measLlrement, or mjsreading a scale or forgett ing a
stick out l ike sore thumbs if  one person checks the work of a
analysis of data.
3)Measurement Error
The measurement error is the resultofthe variation of a measu
error consists of a random error and systematic error. The best
scales are loaded with 1kg standard weight and the reading is 1
The measurement error is = (1002grams-lOOOgrams) :2grams
Measurement Errors are classified into two types: systematic e
Systematic Errors
The Systematic errors that occur due to fault jn the measurins
are called as Zero Error - a positive or negative error. These erro
device. These errors may be classif ied into different categories.
In orderto understand the concept ofsystematic errors, let us cla

. Instrumental Errors

. Invironmental Errors

. Observational Errors

. Theoretical

. Instrumental Errors
Instrumental errors occur due to wrong construction of
due to hysteresis or fr ict ion. These types of errors incl
order to reduce the gross errors in measurement, dif fe
extreme condit ion instrument must be recalibrated c
EnvironmentalErrors
The environmental errors
mainly include pressure,
envtronmentat errors
ObservationalErrors

humidity or
some exteanaloccur due to

remperarure,

As the name suggests, these types of errors occurs due
particularly in case ofenergy meter reading. The wrong
reduce the PARALLAX error highly accurate meters are ne
TheoreticalErrors
Theoretical errors are caused by simplif ication of the m
temperature of the system surrounding wil l  not change
factorwil l  begin a source oferror in measurement,
Random Errors
Random errors are caused by the sudden change in exp
working persons. These errors are either positive or n
changes in humidity, unexpected change in temperatu
reduced by taking the average ol a large number of readi

Q.4 Explain fol lowing terms (i)Sensit ivity ( i i)  Linearity ( i i i )  Hystere
Ans:-( i) Sensit ivity of measurement
The sensit ivity of measurement is a measure of the change in inst
occurs when the quantity being measured changes by a given a
value of measurand producing deflection The sensit ivity of measu
lf, for example, a pressure of 2 bar produces a deflection of 10 d
a pressure transducer, the sensit ivity of the instrument is 5 degr
the deflection is zero with zero pressure applied).
( i i)  Linearity
It is normally desirable that the oLttput reading of an instrument is
measured. The Xs marked on Figure 2.6 show a plot of the typical
of input quantit ies are applied to i t .  Normal procedure js to draw

al results, thus deviatang results.

] 'aulty recording or due to a wrong value while
dig t whrle reading a scale. Tnese btunders should

er person. lt should not be comprised in the

ent ofthe true value. LJsually, Measurement
mple ofthe measurement error is, ifelectronic

ms/ tnen

e. This may be the reason for gross errors In rne

r aro random errors

vrce are known as systematic errors. usually they
can be detached by correcting the measurement

if l ' the errors as:

e rneasuring instruments. These errors may occur
e lc'ading effect and misuse of the instrumenrs. In
nt correction factors must be aoolied and in the

ndit ions of the
e to magnetic

instrument. External condit ions
fields. ln order to reduce the

wrong observations or reading ln the instruments
servations may be due to PARALLAX- In order to

de,l:  meters provided with mirror scales.

im':ntal condit ions and noise and

del system. For example, a theory states that the
he 'eadings taken when it  actually does, then this

ati\,e. An example of the random
anC fluctuation in voltate. These

tiredness in the
errors is during
errors may be

is ( iv)Threshold

um,lnt output that
unt. Thus, sensit ivity is the ratio: scale deflection

ent istherefore the slope ofthe straight l ine
s t n

s/brr (assuming that

l inearly proport ional to the quantity being
F,ut readints of an instrument when a sequence

good fit straight l ine through the Xs, as shown in



.  (Whilst this can often be done with reasonaote accuracy byleast-squares l ineJitt ing technique, as described in Chapterl l .)
deviation of any ofthe output readings marked X from this straipercentage of fulf scale reading.
(iii) Hysterests effects
the output characterjst ic ofan instrument that exhibits hys,ei
is steadily increased from a negative value, the output readlng
variable rs then steadily decredsed, the output vanes in the manbetween these loading and unloading curves rs Knovtn as hysterlhystercsis and maxjmum output hystercsis, as shown in. These ascare Input or output reading respectively. Hysteresis is most col
such as the passive pressure gauge 0 and the prony brake (used
rncron rorces in a system have different ma8nitudes depending
pendulum-scale mass-measuring device. Devtces l jke the mecha
velocity)suffer hysteresis from both ofthe above sources becau
conlarn a spring. Hysteresis can also occur in Insrruments that co
0ue to magnetlc hysteresis in the iron. This occurs In devices l ike

lfthe inputto an instrument isgradually increased trom zero, t l
beforelhe change in the instrument output readjng is of a large
level of input is known as the threshold of the instrument. Manu.
threshold for instruments. Some quote absolute values, whereas
readlngs. As an i l lustration, a car speedometertyplcal ly has a th
vehjcle sta rts from rest and accelerates no output reading is ob!

the LVDT and therotary differential transforrner.

( iv)Threshold

15 km/h.

Q.5 Explain cal ibration of measuring devices.

range unti l  i ts output readings are the same as those of a second
appljed. This second instrument is one kept solely for cal ibratjon
known.

Ans:- an instrument only conforms to stated static and dvnamjc D
cdn normally be assumed that a new instrument wrl l  have been ir
manufacturer, and wil l therefore init ial ly behave accordins to the
DurinB\ use, however, i ts behaviour wrl l  gradually divergeirom\ t
Such reasons include mechanicai wear, and the effects of dirt.  dul
environment. The rate of drvergence from standard specif ications
the freq ue ncy of usage and the severlty of tne operattng conditio
practical knowledge, when the characterist ics of the instrument !
an unacceptable amount. When this sjtuation is.eached, i t  is necr
the standard speclf ications_ Such recalibration is performed bv ad

The non-l inearity is then defined as the maximum
lht ine. Non l inearity is usually expressed as a

.. l l  the input measured quantity to the instrument
r|e.t.rn the manner shown in curve (a). t f  the input

it  :s always preferable to apply a mathemattcal

er shown in curve (bJ. The non-coincidence
/s, Two quantities are defined, moximum input
n)rma y expressed as a percentage of the full_

monly found in instruments that contain sp ngs,
)r measuring torque). l t  is also evident when

tain electr ical windings formed round an iron cofe,
he variable anductance displacement transducer,

the direction of movement, such as in the
icalf lyball  (a device for measuring rotational

t ley have fr ict ion in moving parts and also

input wil l  have to reach a certain minimum revel
noLrgh magnitude to be detectable. This mif lrrnum
cturers vary in the way that they specify

rs quote threshold as a percentage offul l-scale
shold ofabo!t 15 km/h. This meansthat, i f the

d on the speedometer unti l the speed reacnes

tterns of behaviour after i t  has been calibrated. tt
l jbrated when at js obtained from an instrument\

racterist ics stated\ in the specif ications.
slated specifrLation for a variety of reasons.
fLrmes and chemicals in the operating
r es accordang to the type of instrument,

to recalibrate the instrument to
sting the instrument at each point in i ts output
ndard instrument to which the same inputs are

rposes whose specifications are accurately

t .  Fowever, there wil lcome a t ime, determined by
ll have drifted from the standard specification by
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Department of Computer Science & Engineering
Government Polytechnic College, Jodhpur

Solutions of First Class Test  (2017-18)
Sub: EL-210 (‘C’-Programming)
Faculty Name: Murlidhar Verma

___________________________________________________________________________

CLASS TEST – FIRST (2017)
SUB CODE – EL-210 ( ‘C’ -PROGRAMMING) TIME  – 1 hr.     
M.M. – 15
Note – Attempt All Questions.

Q.1 Explain data types in C. 5
Q.2 Write a program in ‘C’ language to calculate Simple Interest. 5
Q.3 Explain ‘C’ operators with suitable example. 5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q.1  Explain data types in C.

Ans . C-data types 

Basically There are two types of data types in C language.

1. Basic/primary data types
2. Derived/secondary data types

Basic data types are as follows:

∑ int - integer: a whole number.

∑ float - floating point value: ie a number with a fractional part.

∑ double - a double-precision floating point value.

∑ char - a single character.

∑ void - valueless special purpose type which we will examine closely in later sections

Secondary  data types are as follows:

∑ Array – Collection of homogeneous data items.

∑ Pointer - stores address of a variable.

∑ Structure – collection of different types of data items.



Q.2 Write a program in ‘C’ language to calculate Simple Interest.

Ans.

#include<stdio.h>

#include<conio.h>

void main()

{

float p,r,t,si;

printf(“\n Enter Principal Amount”);

scanf(“%d”,&p);

printf(“\n Enter Rate”);

scanf(“%d”,&r);

printf(“\n Enter time”);

scanf(“%d”,&t);

si=(p*r*t)/100;

printf(“n Simple Interest =%f”,si);

getch();

}

Q3. Explain ‘C’ operators with suitable example.

Ans. An operator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform specific mathematical or 
logical functions. C language is rich in built-in operators and provides the following types of 
operators −

∑ Arithmetic Operators

∑ Increment/Decrement Operators

∑ Relational Operators

∑ Logical Operators

∑ Bitwise Operators

∑ Assignment Operators

∑ Miscellaneous Operators 

Arithmetic Operators

An arithmetic operator performs mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction and 

multiplication on numerical values (constants and variables). The following table shows all 

the arithmetic operators supported by the C language. Assume variable A holds 10 and 

variable B holds 20 then –



Operator Meaning of Operator Example
+ addition or unary plus A + B = 30
- subtraction or unary minus A − B = 10
* multiplication A * B = 200
/ division B / A = 2

%
remainder after division( 
modulo division)

B % A = 0

Increment and decrement operators

C programming has two operators increment ++ and decrement -- to change the value of an 
operand (constant or variable) by 1. Increment ++ increases the value by 1 whereas 
decrement -- decreases the value by 1. These two operators are unary operators, meaning they 
only operate on a single operand.

Relational Operators

A relational operator checks the relationship between two operands. If the relation is true, it 
returns 1; if the relation is false, it returns value 0. Relational operators are used in decision 
making and loops.

Operator Meaning of Operator Example
== Equal to 5 == 3 returns 0

> Greater than 5 > 3 returns 1

< Less than
5 < 3 returns 0

!= Not equal to
5 != 3 returns 1

>= Greater than or equal to 5 >= 3 returns 1
<=

Less than or equal to 5 <= 3 return 0

Logical Operators

An expression containing logical operator returns either 0 or 1 depending upon whether 
expression results true or false. Logical operators are commonly used in decision making in C 
programming.

Operator Meaning of Operator Example

&&
Logial AND. True only if all 
operands are true

If c = 5 and d = 2 then, 
expression ((c == 5) 
&& (d > 5)) equals to 
0.

||
Logical OR. True only if 
either one operand is true

If c = 5 and d = 2 then, 
expression ((c == 5) 
|| (d > 5)) equals to 
1.

! Logical NOT. True only if the If c = 5 then, 

https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-if-else-statement
https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-if-else-statement
https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-for-loop
https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-if-else-statement
https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-if-else-statement


operand is 0 expression ! (c == 
5) equals to 0.

Bitwise Operators

During computation, mathematical operations like: addition, subtraction, addition and division 
are converted to bit-level which makes processing faster and saves power. Bitwise operators 
are used in C programming to perform bit-level operations.

Operators Meaning of operators

& Bitwise AND

| Bitwise OR

^ Bitwise exclusive OR

~ Bitwise complement

<< Shift left

>> Shift right

Assignment Operators

An assignment operator is used for assigning a value to a variable. The most common 

assignment operator is =

Operator Example Same as

= a = b a = b

+= a += b a = a+b

-= a -= b a = a-b

*= a *= b a = a*b

/= a /= b a = a/b

%= a %= b a = a%b

Miscellaneous Operators

Besides the operators discussed above, there are a few other important operators 

including sizeof and ? : supported by the C Language.



Operator Description Example

sizeof()
Returns the size of a variable.

sizeof(a), where a is integer, 
will return 4.

&
Returns the address of a variable.

&a; returns the actual 
address of the variable.

* Pointer to a variable. *a;

? :
Conditional Expression.

If Condition is true ? then 
value X : otherwise value Y
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